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a b s t r a c t 

The limited knowledge of atmospheric parameters like humidity, pressure, temperature, and the index 

of refraction has been one of the important systematic uncertainties in reconstructing the depth of the 

shower maximum from the radio emission of air showers. Current air shower Monte Carlo simulation 

codes like CORSIKA and the radio plug-in CoREAS use various averaged parameterized atmospheres. How- 

ever, time-dependent and location-specific atmospheric models are needed for the cosmic ray analysis 

method used for LOFAR data. There, dedicated simulation sets are used for each detected cosmic ray, to 

take into account the actual atmospheric conditions at the time of the measurement. Using the Global 

Data Assimilation System (GDAS), a global atmospheric model, we have implemented time-dependent, 

realistic atmospheric profiles in CORSIKA and CoREAS. We have produced realistic event-specific atmo- 

spheres for all air showers measured with LOFAR, an event set spanning several years and many different 

weather conditions. A complete re-analysis of our data set shows that for the majority of data, our pre- 

vious correction factor performed rather well; we found only a small systematic shift of 2 g/cm 

2 in the 

reconstructed X max . However, under extreme weather conditions, for example, very low air pressure, the 

shift can be up to 15 g/cm 

2 . We provide a correction formula to determine the shift in X max resulting 

from a comparison of simulations done using the US-Std atmosphere and the GDAS-based atmosphere. 

© 2020 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved. 
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. Introduction 

In recent years, the field of radio detection of air showers has

dvanced quite rapidly [1,2] . Estimating the depth of the shower

aximum, X max , with improved accuracy is of great interest for

he study of the primary particle composition [3,4] . The develop-

ent of the air shower induced by a cosmic ray is governed by the

nteractions and decays of the secondary particles. The secondary

lectrons and positrons in the air shower undergo charge separa-
∗ Corresponding author. 
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ion as they travel through the magnetic field of the Earth. This

eads to a time-varying transverse current, producing radio emis-

ion. There is another small contribution to the radiation from the

xcess of negative charge accumulated at the shower front, known

s the “Askaryan effect” [5] . The emission reaches the ground as

 short pulse on the order of 10 to 100 ns with a specific lateral

ntensity distribution, or footprint, that depends on X max ; X max is

alculated in terms of total atmospheric matter traversed by the

ir shower from the top of the atmosphere to the point where the

article number reaches the maximum. It is therefore important

o know the altitude-dependent air density. Another atmospheric

arameter that plays a crucial role in the radio emission is the re-

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.astropartphys.2020.102470
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/astropartphys
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.astropartphys.2020.102470&domain=pdf
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1 National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. 
fractive index of air. If for a given emission region along the shower

axis an observer is located at the corresponding Cherenkov angle,

radiation emitted from all along this region arrives simultaneously.

This results in a highly compressed signal in time, forming a ring-

like structure on the ground [6,7] . The refractive index determines

the propagation velocity of the radio signal at different altitudes

and influences the time compression [8,9] . For observers located

on the Cherenkov ring, pulses are coherent up to GHz frequencies

[10] . The angle at which Cherenkov emission is emitted is inversely

proportional to the refractive index. At higher frequencies pulses

are more sensitive to the refractive index. In general, at all fre-

quencies, the variations in the refractive index lead to changes in

the radio intensity footprint [11] . Both the density and the refrac-

tive index of air are dependent on air temperature, humidity and

pressure. Thus, having a good understanding of these atmospheric

variables is crucial. 

The radio detection technique can be used in combination with

established techniques such as fluorescence detection and surface

detection with scintillators and water Cherenkov detectors. Dense

antenna arrays like the core of the LOFAR radio telescope [12] pro-

vide the opportunity to investigate the radio footprint, i.e. the lat-

eral intensity distribution, in close detail and enable the measure-

ment of X max up to a precision of < 20 g/cm 

2 . The precision is

sensitive to the choice of an atmospheric model included in the

Monte Carlo air shower simulation codes. There are several pa-

rameterized atmospheric models incorporated in the CORSIKA air

shower simulation code, based on averaged profiles: U.S. standard

atmosphere parameterized according to J. Linsley [13] , parameter-

ized atmospheres for the Pierre Auger Observatory near Malargüe

(Argentina) by M. Will and B. Keilhauer [14] , South Pole atmo-

spheres parameterized by P. Lipari and D. Chirkin etc. So far, the

US standard atmosphere has been used in LOFAR analyses, through

CORSIKA simulations [13] and the CoREAS extension [13] which is

used to calculate the radio emission of the air showers. 

A first order linear correction to the US standard atmosphere

has been applied to account for the fact that the US-standard at-

mosphere does not reflect the realistic atmospheric conditions at

a given time. It is preferable to integrate a realistic atmosphere di-

rectly into the simulations. In particular, the reconstruction of X max 

depends on the refractive index of air, and so a realistic refractive

index profile needs to be included. 

The effects of the refractive index, n, on the reconstructed X max 

have been previously reported in Ref. [15] and Ref. [11] , using dif-

ferent simulation codes. In Ref. [11] , CoREAS was used to simulate

two ensembles of showers, one with a globally higher refractiv-

ity N = ( n − 1 ) 10 6 , another with standard values. A Monte Carlo

based approach was taken to study the systematic shift in recon-

structed X max by comparing the set of simulations with higher re-

fractivity to the standard ones. The shift in the reconstructed X max 

from the default value was found to be proportional to the geo-

metric distance to X max . The effect was stronger in the high fre-

quency band of 120–250 MHz than in the 30–80 MHz band. In

Ref. [15] , a more realistic profile of the refractivity was constructed

for one particular day using information from the Global Data

Assimilation System, GDAS, a global weather database. The dif-

ferences between this atmosphere and default atmospheres were

studied using the SELFAS radio emission simulation code [16] . The

results showed that correcting for the realistic density is the most

important factor in the accurate reconstruction of X max , causing

about 30 g/cm 

2 bias in X max . And the second most important cor-

rection was through the inclusion of the high frequency refrac-

tivity formula, applicable at radio frequencies, contributing about

5 g/cm 

2 bias in X max . The effects of the increased refractivity on

the time traces and the lateral distribution function (LDF) were

also reported. In the 20–80 MHz frequency band, relatively small

differences in the amplitude of the electric field and LDF were
ound, whereas considerable differences were found studying the

igh frequency band between 120–250 MHz. These results were

n agreement with Ref. [11] . While both works paved the way for

he understanding of atmospheric effects on radio simulations, a

irect application to real data using simulations with realistic at-

ospheric conditions was not addressed. 

In this work, for the first time, GDAS-based atmospheric pro-

les, automatically included in CoREAS simulations are applied to

OFAR data. The effects of atmospheric parameters like pressure

nd humidity on the reconstructed X max are studied and com-

ared to the results of previously used linear corrections. A new

DAS-based correction is introduced and compared to previous

ethods. Furthermore, a tool is developed to extract GDAS atmo-

pheric parameters which are then interfaced with CORSIKA. The

tility of this tool is not only limited to LOFAR. This code, called

gdastool”, has been available for public use since the release of

ORSIKA version 7.6300. It is flexible and ready to be adapted by

he users to obtain parameterized atmospheric profiles for user-

pecified time and location. Sections 2 and 3 describe the process-

ng of GDAS data to extract the atmospheric state variables and

xamples of atmospheric profiles at the LOFAR site, respectively.

ection 4 covers the details of the implementation of GDAS in COR-

IKA. In sections 5 and 6, LOFAR cosmic ray data are evaluated

ith the GDAS atmospheric profiles, the GDAS-correction factor is

ntroduced and the explicit effects of humidity on shower param-

ters are discussed. 

. Extracting atmospheric variables from GDAS data 

The Global Data Assimilation System (GDAS) developed at

OAA’s 1 National Centers for Environmental Prediction (NCEP) is

 tool used to describe the global atmosphere. It is run four times

 day (0, 6, 12, and 18 UTC) and provides a 3-, 6- and 9-hour fore-

ast based on the interpolation of meteorological measurements

rom all over the world including weather stations on land, ships

nd airplanes as well as radiosondes and weather satellites [17] .

he three hourly data are available at 23 constant pressure levels,

rom 10 0 0 hPa (roughly sea level) to 20 hPa ( ≈ 26 km) on a global

 

◦ spaced latitude-longitude grid (180 ◦ by 360 ◦). Each data set is

omplemented by data at the surface level. The data are stored in

eekly files and made available online. In order to model a real-

stic atmosphere one needs to obtain the suitable atmospheric pa-

ameters from GDAS. Parameters like temperature (K), height (m)

elative humidity ( H ) and pressure (hPa) can be directly extracted

rom the database. In the GDAS data, the altitude is in geopoten-

ial units with respect to a geoid (mean sea level). This is an ad-

ustment to geometric height or elevation above mean sea level

sing the variation of gravity with latitude and elevation. To con-

ert from geopotential height h (m) to standard geometric altitude

 (m) we use the formula 

 ( h , �) = ( 1 + 0 . 002644 · cos (2�) ) · h 

+ (1 + 0 . 0089 · cos (2�)) 

(
h 

2 

62450 0 0 

)
(1)

here � is the geometric latitude [18] . To calculate the air density,

he relative humidity is to be converted into water vapor pressure.

he following approximation of the empirical Magnus formula is

sed to calculate the water vapor pressure (hPa) in terms of hu-

idity and temperature [18] : 

 = 

H 

100% 

× 6 . 1064 × exp 

(
21 . 88 t 

265 . 5 + t 

)
for t ≤ 0 

◦C 
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Table 1 

Shift in X max for different zenith, energy and X max bins for dif- 

ferent frequency bands. 

Frequency band Zenith �X max (g/cm 

2 ) 

50–350 MHz low < 30 ◦ -6.24 ± 0.30 

50–350 MHz high > 30 ◦ -6.19 ± 0.37 

30–80 MHz low < 30 ◦ 0.10 ± 0.50 

30–80 MHz high > 30 ◦ -0.05 ± 0.46 

Frequency band True X max (g/cm 

2 ) �X max (g/cm 

2 ) 

50–350 MHz low < 624 -6.78 ± 0.41 

50–350 MHz high > 624 -6.30 ± 0.32 

30–80 MHz low < 624 -0.61 ± 0.51 

30–80 MHz high > 624 0.51 ± 0.46 

Frequency band Energy(GeV) �X max (g/cm 

2 ) 

50–350 MHz low < 2.18 × 10 8 -6.86 ± 0.35 

50–350 MHz high > 2.18 × 10 8 -6.92 ± 0.38 

30–80 MHz low < 2.18 × 10 8 -0.48 ± 0.48 

30–80 MHz high > 2.18 × 10 8 0. ± 0.49 
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 = 

H 

100% 

× 6 . 1070 × exp 

(
17 . 15 t 

234 . 9 + t 

)
for t ≥ 0 

◦C . (2)

The density can be calculated from the ideal gas law as 

= 

P M air 

R T 
(3) 

here P is the atmospheric pressure in Pa, T is temperature in K

nd R is the universal gas constant, having a value of 8.31451 J K 

−1 

ol −1 and M air is the molar mass of air. Moist air can be decom-

osed into three components to calculate its molar mass: dry air,

ater vapor and carbon dioxide. The molar mass of humid air is

he sum of the molar masses of the components, weighted with

he volume percentage φi of that component [18] , 

 air = M dry · φdry + M water · φwater + M CO 2 · φCO 2 . (4)

he molar masses of dry air, water vapor and CO 2 are 0.02897,

.04401 and 0.01802 kg-mol −1 respectively. The volume percent-

ge of CO 2 is taken as 385 ppmv, the percentage of water φwater is

he partial pressure of water vapor divided by the pressure P ; the

ry air makes up the rest. 

The refractivity, defined as N = ( n − 1 ) 10 6 , is a function of hu-

idity, pressure and temperature can be expressed as 

 = 77 . 6890 K hP a −1 p d 
T 

+ 71 . 2952 K hP a −1 p w 

T 
+ 375463 K 

2 hP a −1 p w

T 2

(5) 

ith p w 

, p d and T being the partial water vapor pressure

( p w 

= e × 100 Pa ) , partial dry air pressure and temperature respec-

ively [19] . The effect of humidity is important for our study as

t tends to increase the refractivity in comparison to that of dry

ir at the radio frequencies. There are differences between the re-

ractivities obtained in radio and the ones in the visible, near the

nfrared and UV ranges as described in [18] . To account for the un-

ertainties in GDAS data one needs to perform in situ measure-

ents with weather balloons. Since this is beyond the scope of this

ork and we refer to [18] , which provides a comparison between

DAS data and weather balloon measurements in Argentina. Since

lobal atmospheric models are typically more precise in the North-

rn hemisphere where more weather data is available we assume

hat the intrinsic uncertainty of GDAS at the LOFAR site is simi-

ar to that in Argentina. Various relevant uncertainties are: ± 0.5

C for temperature, 0.5 hPa for pressure, and 0.05 hPa for water

apor pressure and less than 1 g/cm 

2 in atmospheric depth over

he altitude range from 3 to 6 km. The uncertainty in water vapor

ressure translates to 2 − 7% uncertainty in humidity. The resulting

elative uncertainty in N due to these parameters is around 0.5% at

he same altitude range. The GDAS data have a resolution of 1 ◦

y 1 ◦ in latitude longitude. This can be roughly approximated as

 distance of 100 km between two adjacent grid points. For highly

nclined showers the distance to the region of shower development

rom the observation site can be larger than the distance between

wo grid points. For air showers coming from 70 ◦ zenith this dis-

ance is around 70 km and for zenith > 75 ◦ it is about 100 km.

n these cases, the choice of an exact grid point becomes compli-

ated. Also at this point, for zenith angles > 70 ◦ the correction

ue to curved atmosphere becomes important. This does not oc-

ur for LOFAR as the detected cosmic rays are limited to within a

 55 ◦ zenith angle due to the particle detectors used for triggering.

n this regime the GDAS model works well. 

. GDAS atmospheric profiles at the LOFAR site 

In this section several GDAS atmospheric profiles extracted at

he LOFAR site are discussed. Fig. 1 ( left ) shows humidity as a
unction of altitude for 5 arbitrary atmospheric profiles for differ-

nt days in the year 2011, between June and November. A signifi-

ant day-to-day fluctuation is seen. The red solid and blue dashed

ines indicate two very different weather conditions; the red solid

ine having high saturating humidity between 5 − 8 km suggests

igher cloud coverage and the blue dashed line with low humid-

ty in that range indicates low cloud coverage. Fig. 1 ( right ) shows

he difference in atmospheric depth profile between the US stan-

ard atmosphere and the GDAS atmospheres at LOFAR for 8 pro-

les over the years 2011 − 2016 . The GDAS atmospheres vary sig-

ificantly from the US atmosphere. Atmospheric profiles with sim-

lar atmospheric depth at ground can evolve differently higher in

he atmosphere. This is important for calculating the correct dis-

ance to the shower maximum. Fig. 1 shows the mean profile

or the relative difference in refractivity �N relative between GDAS

nd the US standard atmosphere as a function of altitude for over

 years for 100 cosmic rays recorded at LOFAR. It is defined as

N relative = (N G DAS − N U S ) /N U S , where N GDAS is calculated from Eq-

 using GDAS atmospheres at LOFAR. N US is obtained from the lin-

ar relation N US = 

ρus 
ρsealevel 

N sealevel , with N sealevel = 292 . This is the

efault option for calculating refractivity in CoREAS as well. 

The absolute value of the mean �N relative is around 10% near

round and around 3 − 8% between 3 to 10 km of altitude, the re-

ion important for shower development. 

Approximately 75% of the atmospheric matter and 99% of the

otal mass of water vapor and aerosols are contained within the

roposphere, the lowest layer of Earth’s atmosphere. Within the

roposphere the temperature drops with altitude, reaching a con-

tant value in the tropopause, the boundary region between tropo-

phere and stratosphere. In the U.S standard atmosphere the tro-

osphere ends at 11 km and tropopause extends to an altitude of

0 km. For the local GDAS atmospheres these boundaries are not

harply defined. The flat part in the mean �N relative > 10 km in

ig. 2 is the result of constant temperature in the tropopause. How- 

ver contribution from this region to the radio emission is mini-

al. To consider the effects of refractive index in the propagation

ime of radio signal it is important to calculate the effective N [1,8] .

his is defined as 

 eff = 

∫ 
N(h ) dh 

D 

here D is the distance between the line of emission and observer.

he values of relative effective refractivity �N 

e f f 

relati v e between the

DAS and US standard atmosphere are around 7 − 10 % in the

ange of altitude mentioned above, for observers within < 100

 of the shower axis. 
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Fig. 1. Atmospheric profiles at LOFAR. Left : Example of 5 humidity profiles between June to November during the year 2011. Right : 8 profiles for the difference in atmo- 

spheric depth between US standard atmosphere and GDAS atmospheres as a function of altitude between the years 2011 − 2016 . 

Fig. 2. Mean relative refractivity, defined as �N relative = 

N GDAS −N US 

N US 
; profiles for 100 

recorded cosmic rays at LOFAR spanning over the years 2011 to 2014. The black 

solid line denotes the mean profile and the blue dashed lines show the standard 

deviations. 
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4. Implementation in CORSIKA/CoREAS 

To incorporate the atmospheric parameters extracted from

GDAS in CORSIKA and CoREAS we have developed a program

named ”gdastool” that downloads the required GDAS file given

the time and location of observation of the event and returns re-

fractive indices between ground and the highest GDAS level. It also

fits the density profile according to the standard 5 layer atmo-

spheric model used in CORSIKA [13] . In this model the density

ρ( h ) has an exponential dependence on the altitude leading to the

functional form of mass overburden T ( h ) which is the density inte-

grated over height (km) as 

T (h ) = a i + b i e 
−10 5 h/c i i = 1 , ..., 4 . (6)

Thus, the density is 

ρ(h ) = b i /c i e 
−10 5 h/c i i = 1 , ..., 4 . (7)

In the fifth layer the overburden is assumed to decrease linearly

with height. The parameters a i , b i and c i are obtained in a man-

ner such that the function T ( h ) is continuous at the layer bound-

aries and can be differentiated continuously. The first three lay-

ers constitute of the 24 density points obtained from GDAS data.

The first layer consists of 10 points, second layer of 7 points and
he third layer of 7 points. Since GDAS provides data on constant

ressure levels, not of constant heights, the layer boundaries vary

lightly between different atmospheric profiles. The mean values

f the boundaries for the conditions of 100 cosmic ray events are

.56 ± 0.11 km, 9.09 ± 0.23 km, 26.27 ± 0.56 km from boundary

 to 3, respectively. 

Next, we fit the data to Eq- 7 in the following way: 

For layer 1 the density profile is fitted with two free param-

ters. Then the density ρ1 at boundary 1 is calculated using Eq-

 with the obtained parameters b 1 , c 1 . The condition that the den-

ity has to be continuous at the boundaries reduces the number

f free parameters to 1 which is the parameter c . Thus the pa-

ameter b 2 for second layer can be expressed as a function of ρ1 

nd c 2 with c 2 being the only free parameter. The same fitting

rocedure is repeated for the third layer. The fourth layer ranges

rom the highest GDAS altitude to 100 km. At these altitudes there

re no physical GDAS data. The parameter c 4 is obtained by fitting

he last GDAS point and the density at 100 km from US standard

tmosphere. At these altitudes the mass overburden is less than

.1% of the value at ground. The important factor is to satisfy the

oundary conditions throughout the atmosphere. Along with den-

ity the continuity of mass overburden is also preserved. For that,

nce a smooth profile for the density is obtained, the parameter a

n Eq- 6 is solved for analytically, using the boundary conditions

or the mass overburden. The parameterization for the fifth layer

as adapted from the US standard atmosphere [13] . The ”gdas-

ool” also returns a density profile plot with the best fit param-

ters as a function of altitude and the rms of the relative density

ifference between data and fit. The relative density is defined as
ρfit −ρdata 

ρfit 
. Fig. 3 ( left ) and its rms is used as a goodness of fit. Fig. 2

 left ) shows the example of a density profile between the fitted

odel and GDAS. The mean relative error in density for 100 pro-

les as a function of altitude is presented in Fig. 3 ( right ). At lower

ltitudes the model fits the data very well; deviations > 2% start

t altitudes higher than 15 km which are not so important for

he shower development. A bump in the profile at 10 km is ob-

erved, this can be explained by the change in the atmosphere

t the troposphere boundary as discussed in the previous section.

here will be an error on the atmospheric depth introduced by the

tted model in Eq- 6 . It is on the order of 2 g/cm 

2 on average

etween the altitude range mentioned above with a variance of

 − 5 g / cm 

2 . 

The ”gdastool” can be executed as a stand alone script within

ORSIKA. Given the coordinate and UTC time stamp as input pa-

ameters it downloads the required GDAS files and extracts at-

ospheric data. It then returns an output file that contains fitted
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Fig. 3. Left : Example of one density profile, GDAS and the fitted 5-layered atmospheric model. The bottom panel shows the relative error defined as ρfit −ρdata 

ρfit 
. Right : Mean 

relative error in density for 100 different atmospheric profiles. The mean is calculated at each of the 24 GDAS points for all the profiles. The error bars indicate the standard 

deviation. 
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ass overburden parameters and tabulated refractive indices inter-

olated to 1 m intervals. This output file can be invoked through

he CORSIKA steering file. When called, it replaces the default at-

ospheric parameters in CORSIKA with the new ones and the on-

he-fly refractive index calculation in CoREAS with the look-up ta-

le. 

. Effects on the reconstruction of the depth of the shower 

aximum 

The highest precision for the determination of X max with the ra-

io technique is currently achieved with the LOFAR radio telescope.

ituated in the north of the Netherlands, the dense core of LOFAR

onsists of 288 low-band dipole antennas within a circle with a di-

meter of 320 meters, known as the Superterp. The radio emission

rom air showers in the frequency range 30–80 MHz is recorded

y the LOFAR low-band antennas [12,20] . An array of particle de-

ectors installed on the Superterp provides the trigger for the de-

ection of the air showers [21] . 

The X max reconstruction technique used at LOFAR is based on

he production of dedicated simulation sets for each detected air

hower. The number of simulations needed to reconstruct the

hower maximum is optimized with CONEX [22] . A set of full COR-

IKA simulations with proton and iron primaries is produced for

ach detected cosmic ray. The radio emission is simulated in a

tar-shaped pattern for antenna positions in the shower plane us-

ng CoREAS. An antenna model is applied to the simulated electric

elds and compared to the measured signal in the dipole antennas

23] . The time integrated pulse power is calculated in a 55 ns win-

ow centered around the pulse maximum, summed over both po-

arizations. Finally, a two-dimensional map of the time integrated

ower is created by interpolating the star-shaped pattern [24] . In

he previous analysis a hybrid fitting technique was used in which

oth the radio and particle data were fitted to the two-dimensional

adiation map and the one-dimensional particle lateral distribution

unction simultaneously. In this work instead of the combined fit

e fit only the radio data to the radio simulation. The advantage

f switching to the radio only fitting method is that it results in

educed systematic uncertainties. 

Fig. 4 shows the fit quality for an air shower detected with

OFAR as a function of X max simulated with two different atmo-

pheres - one with the corresponding GDAS atmosphere and the

ther with the US standard atmosphere. The reconstructed value of

 max is found from the minimum of the fitted parabola around the

est fitted points. We chose a LOFAR event for which the ground
ressure was much lower than the US standard atmosphere, by

0 hPa. The atmospheric profile for this particular event is rep-

esented by the blue line with circles in Fig. 2 ( right ). The re-

onstructed X max with the US atmosphere corresponds to a much

igher mass overburden than the reconstructed X max using much

hinner GDAS atmosphere. In this example this translates to a dif-

erence of around 37.5 g/cm 

2 in the reconstructed X max between

he two cases. This large deviation is attributed to the extreme

eather condition for the shower chosen in the example. In the

revious LOFAR analysis a correction factor to the US atmosphere

as used to account for the real atmosphere [3,24] . The simula-

ions that are produced with US standard atmosphere would ap-

roximately yield the correct geometrical altitude to the shower

aximum. Then the corrected X max is calculated by integrating the

DAS density profile obtained at LOFAR, from the top of the atmo-

phere to the geometric altitude of X max in the following way: 

 (h ) = 

1 

cos θ

∫ ∞ 

h 

ρgdas (h ) dh . (8)

he corrected X max for this particular example is 658 g/cm 

2 and

he difference between the corrected and new X max is about 20

/cm 

2 . 

Using the same approach described above we have studied 123

ir showers recorded with LOFAR with three simulation sets: 

• Set A –the showers were simulated with CORSIKA v-7.6300 and

GDAS atmosphere. 

• Set B –the showers were simulated with CORSIKA v-7.4385 and

US standard atmosphere. 

• Set C –this set is identical to Set B but with the additional at-

mospheric correction factor to it as described above. 

The effect of using different CORSIKA versions on the recon-

tructed X max , irrespective of the atmospheric model, was probed.

he difference in X max found using CORSIKA versions 7.6300 and

.4385 was found to be very small, around 1.4 g/cm 

2 . This con-

rms that the differences between Set-A, Set-B and Set-C are due

o different atmospheric models, not any artifact arising from dif-

erent versions of CORSIKA. 

In Fig. 5 the difference in mean reconstructed X max between the

arious simulation sets mentioned above is plotted against ground

ressure bins obtained from GDAS. Both the blue circles and red

quares converge to zero where GDAS pressure approaches the US

tandard pressure at 1013 hPa. The red squares have large �X max 

n general. This is expected as there is no atmospheric correction
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Fig. 4. Quality of fit as a function of simulated X max for a LOFAR event of energy 1.4 × 10 8 GeV, with a zenith angle of 38 ◦ . Left : simulated with default US standard atmo- 

sphere, reconstructed X max = 675.8 g/cm 

2 . Applying the linear first order atmospheric correction, the resulting X max = 658 g/cm 

2 . Right : simulated with GDAS atmosphere, 

reconstructed X max = 638.3 g/cm 

2 , the reconstructed X max in both the cases is indicated by solid black lines. 

Fig. 5. Difference in mean X max as a function of ground pressure. The total sample 

contains 123 air showers recorded at LOFAR. The black line denotes the U.S standard 

atmospheric pressure. 
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involved in Set-B. The blue circles however show a higher devia-

tion both at low and high pressure values. This suggests that the

linear first order correction added to the standard US atmosphere

implemented in Set-C is not sufficient. As the refractive index ef-

fects can not be included in the linear first order correction, one

needs full GDAS-based atmospheric profiles for more extreme at-

mospheric conditions. 

Here, we study the possibility to introduce a new global cor-

rection factor to the reconstructed X max with US standard atmo-

sphere to correct for realistic atmospsheres without having to run

full GDAS-based CoREAS simulations. To achieve this we studied

the correlation between X max , refractivity, and slanted mass over-

burden which is defined as the integrated density from the edge

of the atmosphere to a given height at the slant of zenith angle, at

different altitudes. It was seen that both the correlation between

X max and refractivity and between X max and slanted mass over-

burden correlation are poor at ground and at lower altitudes. At

the higher altitudes, between 4 - 6 km, X max and mass overburden

show a higher correlation which is not prominent in X max vs re-

fractivity profiles at these altitudes. We have found the strongest

correlation at an altitude of 5 km. Fig. 6 (left) shows the scat-
er plot of �X max defined as X 
gdas 
max − X us 

max and difference in the

lanted mass overburden �X 5km 

= X 
gdas 

5km 

− X us 
5km 

. The precise corre-

ation suggests the profile can be fit with a straight line and is used

s a parameterization of global correction factor, provided by the

quation: 

 

corr 
max − X 

us 
max = 0 . 9 

(
X 

us 
5km 

− X 

gdas 

5km 

)
+ 0 . 28 . (9)

he histogram in Fig. 6 (right) shows the residual of the X corr 
max from

 

gdas 
max . The profile is symmetric with mean 0 g/cm 

2 and standard

eviation 11.56 g/cm 

2 . The fluctuations are within the typical sys-

ematic uncertainty of the reconstructed X max with LOFAR, which

s around 17 g/cm 

2 [24] . This correction factor can be used as a

ule of thumb for the estimation of reconstructed X max with the

ollowing caveats. It is specific to LOFAR, as simulations were per-

ormed involving weather conditions, observation level, and mag-

etic field particular to LOFAR. Corresponding correction equations

or other experiments can be constructed in the same manner and

an yield different results depending on atmospheric parameters. 

However, while this global correction factor is very useful when

 fast reconstruction is needed, we will use the full Monte Carlo

pproach in a future composition analysis. Simulations with event

pecific GDAS atmospheres are always more accurate than the cor-

ection factor. The correction factor might also introduce biases re-

ated to the mass of the primary particles. Proton primaries on av-

rage generate showers that reach maximum lower in the atmo-

phere than iron; these kind of effects are not taken into account. 

. Effects of humidity 

As described in section 2 , in the radio frequency regime, hu-

idity increases the refractive index. For this study, two sets of

imulations were produced. In one set the showers were simu-

ated with the respective GDAS atmosphere and in the other with

 GDAS atmosphere with vanishing humidity. This was achieved

y hard-coding the partial water vapor pressure in Eq- 2 to negligi-

le values. For the GDAS atmosphere an extremely humid weather

ondition at the LOFAR site was chosen. The same atmospheric pa-

ameters are used in both cases to ensure that the particles evolve

n a similar way in the atmosphere and produce same shower

aximum. In this way the inclusion of humidity only influences

he simulated radio pulses. The difference in the refractive index

anifests in terms of propagation effects on the pulse arrival time

nd power. The pulse propagating though an atmosphere with
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Fig. 6. Left : scatter plot of �X max = X gdas 
max − X us 

max vs difference in slanted mass overburden �X 5km = X gdas 

5km 
− X us 

5km 
. The red line is a linear fit to the profile. Right : Histogram 

shows the residual of fitted and actual X max ; residual = X corr 
max − X gdas 

max . 

Fig. 7. Unfiltered electric field components of a CoREAS pulse in time for two dif- 

ferent refractive index profiles for a 10 17 eV proton shower with a zenith angle of 

45 ◦ coming from east for an observer at 150 m from the axis. The solid and dashed 

lines represent the profiles with lower and higher refractive indices respectively. 
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igher refractive index will have a lower velocity compared to dry

ir. This results in a delayed arrival time of the signal, as seen in

ig. 7 . The difference in peak arrival time is less than 1 ns for an

bserver at 150 m. The effect is found to be less prominent for ob-

ervers further away from the axis. The lateral distribution of the

nergy fluence, the time-integrated power per unit area, for differ-

nt observer positions is also studied for different frequency bands

or these two cases, as shown in Fig. 8 . In the low frequency band

f 30–80 MHz relevant for LOFAR the difference in the fluence be-

ween the two sets is small, from around 4% closer to shower axis

o 2% at a distance of 100 m from the axis. In the high frequency

and of 50–350 MHz the values are larger, being around 8% at 100

 from the core. In the higher frequency band the Cherenkov-like

ffects become stronger and the signal is compressed along the

herenkov ring [25] . A rough estimate of the radius of the ring can

e obtained from the projection of a cone with an opening angle

iven by the Cherenkov angle starting from the shower maximum.

he opening angle is strongly dependent on the index of refrac-

ion. This explains the higher difference in power in Fig. 8 . Sim-

lar effects in high and low frequency bands were also reported

n [15] by studying the LDF of the electric field profiles. Inside
he Cherenkov radius pulses are stretched due to refractive index

ffects. For higher refractive indices this will lead to lower pulse

ower which explains the negative sign in the relative fluence for

bserver distances close to the core. 

The radiation energy is the total energy contained in the radio

ignal. It scales quadratically with the cosmic ray energy, thus can

e used as a cosmic ray energy estimator [26,27] . The surface in-

egral over the radio LDF mentioned above yields the radiation en-

rgy. The relative difference in the integrated LDF between the hu-

id and non-humid profiles for both the low and high frequency

egimes is smaller than 1%. This indicates that humidity has almost

o effect on the estimated cosmic ray energy as determined from

he radiation energy which was also concluded in [28] . 

Next, to investigate the effect of humidity on X max measure-

ents we have performed a Monte Carlo comparison study be-

ween two sets of simulations that deals with the atmospheres in a

imilar way as described in the beginning of this section. For each

f theses cases we have used a set of 40 simulated events with dif-

erent energy, zenith and azimuth angles. Each of these sets con-

ist of an ensemble of proton and iron initiated showers based on

ONEX selection criteria. One shower from the set with higher hu-

idity is taken as reference and all the simulated showers from

he set with zero humidity are used to perform the reconstruction.

his yields a reconstructed X reco that can be compared to the ac-

ual X real of the reference shower. The same method is repeated

or all the showers in the set with higher humidity. Showers with

xtreme values of X max were not included in the fit. The range of

he fit was taken as ± 50 g/cm 

2 of the actual X max for the test

hower. 

The difference X reco − X real estimates the effect of humidity on

he reconstructed X max . We do not observe any significant shift in

 max in this study. This indicates that these effects are most likely

maller than the overall resolution in reconstructed X max in the LO-

AR frequency band. We also performed the same study in a higher

requency band between 50 and 350 MHz, corresponding to the

KA-low band. There, an overall shift of 6.8 g/cm 

2 in the recon-

tructed X max was observed. These results, shown in Fig. 9 , are in

ine with the LDF studies described earlier in this section. 

In Ref. [11] , larger shifts of about 10 to 22 g/cm 

2 in recon-

tructed X max in the high frequency band of 120–250 MHz for 4%

igher refractivity and 3.5 to 11 g/cm 

2 in the low frequency band

f 30–80 MHz were reported. A toy model was used to describe

he effects. The toy model was based on the assumptions that the

ize of the radio footprint on the ground would be proportional to
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Fig. 8. LDF profiles for a 10 17 eV proton shower coming from zenith 45 ◦ with X max = 593 g / cm 

2 . Observers are located to the west of the shower axis. Left : low frequency 

band between 30–80 MHz, Right : high frequency band between 50–350 MHz. The upper panel shows the LDF of total fluence for the humid and non-humid sets, the lower 

panel shows the relative difference between these two. 

Fig. 9. Histogram for the �X max = X reco − X real between the reconstructed and true value of the X max obtained from the Monte Carlo study between the humid and non-humid 

simulation sets. Left : for the low frequency band of 30–80 MHz. Right : for the high frequency band of 50–350 MHz. The shift in the X max is significant at 2 σ level. 
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the geometric distance to X max and to the Cherenkov angle at the

altitude of X max . The effect of constant higher refractivity would

correspond to a higher Cherenkov angle resulting in an underesti-

mation of X max . This then leads to a clear linear relation between

shift in X max and distance to X max . Without having prior knowl-

edge of individual atmospheric conditions, an overall scaling of the

refractivity profile had to suffice. However, the realistic scenario

is quite different. There are strong interplays between humidity,

pressure, and temperature which are reflected in refractivity. The

relative refractivity profile in Fig. 2 shows that the shift is not a

constant, but is altitude dependent. From near ground to higher

altitudes it switches from being a higher value than US standard

atmosphere to a lower value. This makes an one-to-one compari-

son to Ref. [11] hard. However, we can argue that qualitatively same

trait in the high and low frequency band has been found in both
the works. 
The effects of different zenith angles, true X max and energy

ere probed for the shift in X max for both the frequency bins. The

imulation set was divided in two groups, each group belonging to

igh and low values of the parameters mentioned above. No sig-

ificant effect was seen. 

. Conclusion and discussion 

Simulating air showers with realistic atmospheres is important

or the precise reconstruction of X max with the radio technique.

he GDAS database is a useful platform to extract atmospheric pa-

ameters for a given time and location. Atmospheric effects on ra-

io simulations were previously studied in Refs. [11] and [15] . The

tudies demonstrated the role of correct description of atmospheric

ensity and refractive index when included in the radio simulation
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odes. However, the application of simulations with realistic atmo-

pheres to real data was not addressed. 

We report, for the first time, the application of GDAS-based

tmospheric profiles, automated in CoREAS simulation to cosmic

ay data. By systematically performing GDAS-based CoREAS simu-

ations for the LOFAR dataset, we have done comparison between

DAS-based atmospheres and a linear geometrical first order cor-

ection to the US standard atmosphere on X max . While the linear

orrection is sufficient for the bulk of the events, it becomes indis-

ensable to use full GDAS based atmospheres for extreme values of

he air pressure. When the air pressure at ground level differs by

ess than 10 hPa from the US standard atmosphere value, the re-

onstructed X max value including the linear correction agrees with

he full GDAS-based reconstruction value within 2 g/cm 

2 . How-

ver, when the ground pressure is more than 10 hPa from the US

tandard atmosphere, this difference grows significantly up to 15

/cm 

2 . 

We have also introduced a GDAS-based correction factor for

 max reconstructed with US standard atmosphere without having

o run full GDAS-based CoREAS simulations. It is specific to LOFAR,

ut similar relations can be worked out for other experiments as

ell. The uncertainty on the predicted X max using the correction

actor is about 12 g/cm 

2 ; this is within the typical X max reconstruc-

ion uncertainty with LOFAR, around 17 g/cm 

2 . 

We have probed the effects of humidity on the lateral distribu-

ion of radio power by comparing two profiles with high and low

umidity. We performed this study for different frequency bands.

n the LOFAR frequency band of 30–80 MHz the relative difference

n power is small. For a higher frequency band of 50–350 MHz the

ame effects are comparatively larger, up to 10%. We also estimated

he radiation energy from the LDF profiles to see the effects of hu-

idity on the reconstructed energy. No significant difference was

ound for either frequency regime which indicates that humidity

oes not influence the estimated energy. A Monte Carlo study on

he reconstructed X max was also done for these frequency bands.

o significant effect of humidity is found on the reconstructed

 max for the low frequency band relevant for LOFAR; for the higher

requency band a mean difference on the order of 7 g/cm 

2 is ob-

erved. This could be important for the high precision X max mea-

urements for the cosmic ray detection with the SKA experiment

29] . 

In the process of implementing GDAS-based parameterized den-

ity and refractive index profile in CORSIKA/CoREAS, we have de-

eloped a tool, called ”gdastool”, which has been available for pub-

ic use since the release of CORSIKA version 7.6300, and is already

eing used by other experiments in the community around the

lobe. 

In the previous LOFAR analysis the effects of refractive index

ere included within the systematic uncertainties on the recon-

tructed X max . The improved atmospheric correction will lead to

 reduced systematic uncertainty. An update on the mass com-

osition results is not within the scope of this study. It will be

iscussed in a future publication, which involves, along with at-

ospheric corrections, improved calibration of the radio antennas,

nergy scale, and new X max reconstruction techniques. 
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